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Abstract: In this paper, the impact of image denoising on feature selection and tree species
mapping accuracy is assessed. We apply a novel algorithm for hyperspectral (HS) image
denoising using principal component analysis (PCA) and total variation (TV). The method is
embedded in an object‐based classification framework and tested for complex forests with
closed canopies and scarce reference data. Results show that, under the given conditions, HS
image denoising is beneficial yielding stable mapping results with acceptable accuracy levels.
Denoising also affected feature selection processing time with a time gain of 41.6%.
Keywords: Hyperspectral data, denoising, object‐based tree species classification,
broadleaved forest.

1.
Introduction
The development of HS remote sensing technology makes it possible to provide a large
amount of spatial and spectral information for forest applications such as tree species
classification and forest attributes estimation (Lucas et al., 2008; Dalponte et al., 2013; Cho
et al., 2007). Despite advances in sensor technology, HS images are inevitably degraded by
noise, which not only degrades the visual quality of the HS data but also limits the precision
of the subsequent image interpretation and analysis (Matteoli et al., 2011; Liao et al., 2013).
Therefore, it is critical to remove the noise and retain the signal component prior to
subsequent image processing. Many researchers and specialists who deal with HS data
classification prefer to simply remove such noisy bands from consideration (Lukin et al.,
2013) using feature selection and feature reduction techniques (Borges at al., 2007).
However, recent studies (Backer et al., 2008; Zhong and Wang, 2013) have indicated that
denoising can lead to expedience of their further use in classification tasks (Lukin et al.,
2013). We therefore suggest denoising the HS data prior to feature selection.
2.
Study site and data
The study area with central point coordinates 51° 4'3.51"N – 3° 2'21.35"E is located in the
forest reserve Wijnendale in the western part of Belgium. This forest reserve belongs to a
280 ha large forest area and covers approximately 66 ha. The forest is characterized by a
high crown closure, non‐existence of a pre‐ordered spatial tree distribution, growth stage
diversity and multi‐layering of the canopy. Hyperspectral data was acquired in cloud‐free
conditions on the 21th of June 2010 with the Airborne Prism Experiment (APEX, 286 spectral
bands). Radiance values were atmospherically corrected to top of canopy reflectance, based
on the radiative transfer model MODTRAN4. Geometric correction was based on direct
georeferencing. Field reference data were collected in 121 sample plots that are located on
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alternatte grid poin
nts in a syste
ematic grid of 50 m byy 50 m. One
e plot coverrs an area of
o 0.1 ha.
Within eeach samplle plot, tree
e species, diiameter at breast height (DBH) annd tree coo
ordinates
were reecorded forr all trees with DBH ≥ 5 cm. In
n total, 154
43 trees weere recorde
ed. Tree
distribution in de upper cano
opy was 277.6 % comm
mon beech,, 5.5 % coppper beech,, 20.6 %
pedunculate oak, 4.6
4 % comm
mon ash, 8. 2 % europe
ean larch, 28.6 % poplaar and 4.6 % sweet
chestnu
ut.
3.

Workflow
w and propo
osed denoissing techniq
que

In this eexperimentt, a novel denoising te chnique is applied on the HS APEEX image data. The
goal of tthis work iss to evaluate
e to what eextent noise
e in HS data had an imppact on tree
e species
mapping. The speecific site conditions w
were complex given the
t closed forest cano
opy and
scarce reference data. We tested thee effect of the HS de
enoising teechnique frrom the
viewpoiint of classification acccuracy cha racterized by a confusion matrixx. The classsification
was peerformed within
w
an OBIA
O
frameework where trees are associatted with se
egments
consisting of colleections of adjacent
a
piixels with similar valu
ues. Compaared to pixxels, the
resulting segmentss presented more realiistic processsing units fo
or classificaation. As a classifier,
c
we used
d a support vector macchine (SVM)). Fig. 1 sho
ows the metthodologicaal workflow..

Figure 1. Meethodologicall framework.

The novvel denoisin
ng method (Liao
(
et al., 2013) first used principal compoonent analyssis (PCA)
to decorrelate the HS image bands
b
and t o separate information
n content frrom noise. The first
few PCA
A channels contained most of t he total vaariance (i.e.. most infoormation off the HS
image), while thee remaining large nuumber of PCA chann
nels mainlyy contained
d noise.
Restoraation of th
hese noisyy and hig h‐dimensional PCA channels
c
w
would cause high
computtational cosst in processing the daata, while re
emoval of these channnels would result in
informaation loss. Therefore, we applieed a fast total
t
variation (TV) m
method with group
sparsityy to restore only the first few PCA
A channels. We removved the noisse in the re
emaining
PCA channels usin
ng a soft‐th
hresholdingg scheme. After segm
mentation, SSequential Floating
Forward
d feature Selection
S
(SFFS) was pperformed selecting
s
th
he most apppropriate HS
H band
subset in terms of
o overall accuracy,
a
foor both the
e original and
a denoissed datasetts. Next,
object‐b
based species mappin
ng was perfformed using a multicclass SVM with Gausssian RBF
kernel ffunction. To
o train the classifier, oonly 10% of
o the labelled segmennts were ussed. The
resulting 90% of laabelled segments weree applied to
o test the accuracy
a
off the classiffications.
We app
plied a grid search straategy in a raange betwe
een 10‐1 and 103 for CC, and between 10‐2
and 103 for γ, and
d performed
d a tenfold cross‐valid
dation on th
he training data set. Accuracy
A
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was dettermined using confussion matric es. The classification results are shown in terms
t
of
overall accuracy (O
OA), average class accuuracy (AA) and Kappa. The averagge class acccuracy is
the average of the producer’s accuracy oof the classe
es analyzed.
4.
Experimen
ntal resultss
Table 1 demonstraates the potential of t he propose
ed method. At first glaance, the im
mpact of
image d
denoising on
n species classificationn could be designated
d
negligible, ggiven only marginal
m
increasees in OA, AA
A and Kappaa.
Table 1. General and species‐specif
s
fic classificatioon accuracies using originall and denoisedd HS datasetss (average
results from
m tenfold crosss‐validation).
nof
bands
selected
(SFFS)

OA
(%)

Original

225

69.85

60.78

Denoised
d

141

70.06

62.13

HS imagee

AA
(%)

Producer'ss accuracies (%)

Kappa
Beecch

Ash

Larch

Poplarr

Copper beecch

Chestnut

Oak

60.65

71.880

28.60

76.90

89.10

92.70

12.60

53.80

61.12

68.880

35.30

77.30

90.00

93.20

15.10

55.30

Table 2. standard deviation of tthe general cllassification accuracy meassures.
noof
Stdev Stdev
bannds
Sttdev
HS image
OA
AA
seleccted
Ka
appa
(%)
(%)
(SFFFS)

(a)

Origginal

2225

4.34

7.48

6.17
6

Den
noised

1441

1.51

2.48

1.97
1

(b)
Figure 2. (a) Orriginal versus (b)
( denoised i mage subset. RGB composition by band 1, 280 and 28
86.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FFigure 3. Classsification map
ps using the (aa, b) original and (c, d) deno
oised HS data:: (left) best an
nd
(ri ght) worse ru
uns.
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However, there is more: standard deviations on the three accuracy measures (Tab. 2) were
approximately three times smaller for the denoised dataset compared to the original HS
data, suggesting that image denoising yielded more stable classification results. In the case
of complex, densely closed forest canopies, a robust and stable classification approach is
undoubtedly an added value. The denoising algorithm induced an image quality increase
such that more stable classification results could be obtained. Figure 2 shows the effect of
denoising on image quality for an image subset. The denoised data were clearly smoother,
without loss of detail. Moreover, the algorithm succeeded at destriping the original noisy HS
data. This quality enhancement effect could also be detected in the final classification maps,
where denoised HS data yielded more stable tree species maps (Fig. 3). Finally, denoising
yielded a gain in SFFS processing time of 41.6%.
5.
Conclusions
We tested the effect of HS image denoising on tree species mapping accuracy within the
close‐to‐nature forest reserve Wijnendale (Belgium). PCA was used to decorrelate the HS
images and the first PCs were restored applying a total variation method. Subsequently,
noise in the remaining PCs was suppressed using a soft‐thresholding scheme. The integrated
denoising/OBIA mapping approach proved to yield acceptable and consistent mapping
results.
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